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ABSTRACT
An important data source for traffic analysis is GPS trajectory data.

However, due to measurement inaccuracies, such data does not

necessarily align well with data describing the road network. Hence,

GPS data typically needs to be aligned with the road network before

further analysis can take place; this process is called map matching.

The challenges in map matching are exacerbated when trajectories

are sparse (have a lowmeasurement frequency); we then need to fill

the gaps between the measurements with a realistic estimate of the

actual route between two points. As vehicle movement is subject

to physical constraints (such as acceleration and speed bounds),

an estimated route should be physically consistent. We present

a method that creates physically consistent estimated routes to

perform map matching for sparse trajectories.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Geographic information systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding mobility and traffic is vital to the management of

transportation infrastructure. To understand and analyze these phe-

nomena, we need good data that captures them. GPS trajectories

are an important source of information for such analyses. However,

to work well with GPS trajectories, some processing is needed to

overcome inaccuracies, misalignment, and missing data. In partic-

ular, for human mobility in the form of traffic, the road network

defines and constrains vehicle movement, allowing us to infer local

information by considering where the vehicle was driving in the

network. Hence we need to find the driven route in the network

for a GPS trajectory; this process is known as map matching.
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There are multiple challenges in map matching. Firstly, the in-

dividual GPS measurements may be noisy: GPS receivers have

varying accuracy, and the noise of the signal is further exacerbated

by urban infrastructure such as tall buildings, overpasses, and tun-

nels. Secondly, trajectories may be incomplete: individual samples

or entire time ranges can be missing from the collected trace. And

finally, trajectories may have low temporal sampling frequency, for

example, to conserve battery power or to improve privacy.

To overcome these issues, algorithms have been developed in pre-

vious work that try to fill the gaps in sparse GPS trajectories. These

algorithms generally try to infer from the context where on the

road network the measured locations should be and aim to estimate

reasonable network paths between these locations. The contextual

data is often attached to the road network: estimated travel times

or speed limits may be recorded on road segments. Alternatively,

contextual data on the trajectory measurements themselves, such as

recorded velocity and heading, may be used to guide the algorithms.

Contributions. In this paper, we present a new map-matching

algorithm that leverages physical constraints on vehicles. In par-

ticular, we assume that a vehicle has bounded acceleration (and

deceleration). In addition, we assume that a vehicle is subject to le-

gal constraints: it must adhere to speed limits on the road network.

Our algorithm finds a solution space of routes that are feasible

under the given speed limits and acceleration bounds. Our routes

have hence a guaranteed high quality. We select the final route

based on geometric length and road-type changes.

Related work. Map matching is a well-studied topic. We refer the

reader to recent surveys for a comprehensive overview [2, 7]; here

we highlight the results that our most relevant in our context.

The most commonly used map-matching algorithms are based

on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). In these approaches a group

of candidate points that lie on the road network are selected and

candidate paths are created to connect them. The algorithm itself is

incremental and maintains the "best" paths to each of the candidate

points of a measured location. At each stage these paths are ex-

tended to the next set of candidates points and again the best path

to each candidate is stored. Which paths are best is decided through

a set of probabilities based on various measures. Differences be-

tween approaches occur based on how probabilities are assigned to

different candidates. The simplest and most common factor is the

distance of a candidate to its measured location. A second common

factor is to consider the length of the path to each candidate. One

could aim to have this distance be close to the distance between the

measured locations [12] or to have it match with the time between

measurements based on speed limits [5]. Other options include

considering the number of turns [13].

Outside of the incremental HMM method one can also consider

speed bounds in a more global manner. In the ST-matching method
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as proposed by Lou et al. [10] a graph is constructed that models

paths between candidates. This graph is then weighted based on

discrepancies between the time it would take to traverse a path and

the time differences between the measurements. One can then find

a globally good path through this graph. This approach can also be

extended to include measured directions of movement [3, 6].

We ensure that the paths found are physically consistent to

provide a quality guarantee on our output. That is, the paths pro-

duced by our algorithm are physically realizable within the given

acceleration bound and speed limits. Using physics to model driver

behavior is a common technique in trajectory processing and GIS

analysis in general [11]. In its most simple form, one leverages the

velocity of a vehicle to determine whether a certain distance can

be traveled in a given time. In a GIS context, such a construction

is commonly referred to as the space-time prism. Depending on

the type of problem at hand, this can be sufficient. In other prob-

lems where the kinetic properties of a vehicle play a larger role,

a more complex model can be useful, where acceleration is taken

into account [4, 8, 9]. For graphs Ardizonni et al. [1] describe how
to find a fastest path under speed and acceleration bounds. This is

similar to what we are interested in, however, in our case we are

not interested in the fastest path, but in a path that is physically

consistent with the measured locations and times. Additionally, the

algorithm proposed by Ardizonni et al. does not run in polynomial

time for general road networks.

2 PRELIMINARIES
A (GPS) measurement 𝑝 = (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑡) is a tuple (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑡), containing
the measured location (𝑥,𝑦) ∈ R2 and the time 𝑡 at which the

measurement was taken. We then define a trajectory as a sequence

of measurements 𝑇 = ⟨𝑝1, . . . , 𝑝𝑛⟩. We consider a road network to

be a graph G = (𝑉 , 𝐸), embedded in R2 using straight lines for

edges in 𝐸. We assume that each edge on the road network has an

attribute indicating the local speed bound and a road type.

We consider two measurements consistent [4] if the vehicle could
travel in the time span between the measurements from the first

location to the second, considering properties such as maximum

speed, acceleration, or turning rate. The actual movement satisfying

such physical properties is then a witness to the consistency.

A model that considers only speed limits is concatenable [4],

meaning that we can decide consistency between measurements

independently, and combine them without violating consistency.

Here, we consider a more refined model that includes acceleration

(and deceleration) bounds. This model is conditionally concaten-
able [4], meaning that we must know boundary conditions: how

the witness arrives at a measurement (in our case, at which speed)

influences if or how we can reach the next measurement.

3 CONSISTENT MAP MATCHING
Our overall algorithm for map matching based on consistency is

designed similarly to a Hidden Markov Model. Our method maps a

trajectory 𝑇 to a given road network G as follows:

(1) We generate 𝑐 candidate locations on G for each of the mea-

surements in 𝑇 . These candidate locations are the nearest

point on the 𝑐 nearest road segments in G.

(2) We generate a consistent route for every candidate location

of each measurement to each candidate location of the next

measurement, if such consistent routes indeed exists. Since

we have bounded acceleration, it matters at which speed

the vehicle is driving at the former candidate location, to

decide how it can continue to the next. As such, we must

keep track of intervals of speeds at which the vehicle could

have reached the candidate location, to ensure consistency

of the entire route.

(3) We trace back through our generated consistent routes from

candidate location to candidate location, to reconstruct the

overall route.

3.1 Computing a consistent route
A given route. How can we check whether a given route, travel-

ling through candidate locations, is indeed consistent? That is, does

a witness exist that demonstrates that these candidate locations can

be visited at exactly the given times, while adhering to the local

speed bounds and global acceleration bounds? Overall, we use an

approach akin to that presented by Custers et al. [4]: knowing the

interval(s) of speeds at which the vehicle could travel at one candi-

date location, we propagate under consistency to the next candidate
location to find new interval(s). However, where Custers et al. [4]
consider a global speed bound, our speed bound varies along the

route. Hence we need a more involved propagation algorithm.

To propagate, our input is four-fold: (1) a route through the

network – a sequence of edge lengths ⟨ℓ1, . . . , ℓ𝑚⟩ and speed limits

⟨𝑣1, . . . , 𝑣𝑚⟩; (2) an interval of possible initial speeds [𝑣↓, 𝑣↑]; (3) a
total time Δ𝑡 between the candidate locations; (4) an interval of

realistic acceleration [𝑎↓, 𝑎↑]. We wish to determine the interval

[𝑣↓,f , 𝑣↑,f ] of final speeds that the vehicle may travel at, when it

reaches the end of the route, while taking exactly Δ𝑡 time and

adhering to the local speed limits and global acceleration bounds.

Note that we use speed instead of velocity, assuming that the vehicle

always travels forwards along the route. Moving backwards is in

principle possible, but unlikely to be done in such amounts as to

affect consistency between candidate locations – driving back and

forth can be mimicked by standing still after all.

SIS diagrams. We introduce a space-inverse-speed diagram (SIS

diagram) as a tool to reason about witnesses. In a SIS diagram, we

plot the inverse speed of the vehicle as a function of space. By our

assumption of only moving forward, this is indeed a function. In the

limit of moving arbitrarily slowly, the vehicle can also stand still.

We use the inverse speed, such that the integral of this function is

exactly the travel time. To match intuition of the function in the

diagram visually going up to increasing speed, we draw the vertical

axis downwards, with zero (of inverse speed, so infinite speed) at

the top. The travel time is then the area above the curve.

The local speed bounds translate to horizontal segments in the

SIS diagram. At the transition, there is a jump in the speed limit, but

due to the acceleration bounds, the vehicle cannot discretely change

its speed. To strictly adhere to limits, acceleration or deceleration

to reach the new speed bound must happen in the segment that has

a higher speed bound. Hence, considering also acceleration bounds

as well as the maximum initial speed 𝑣↑, we obtain a continuous

function 𝑈 (𝑥) that indicates the maximum achievable speed at
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Figure 1: Example SIS diagram. Shown are four segments
𝑠1, 𝑠2, 𝑠3, 𝑠4, with the blue line indicating the maximum
achievable speed 𝑈 . The hatched area indicates the travel
time to traverse these segments at maximum speed and ac-
celeration. Witnesses must stay on or below𝑈 .

distance 𝑥 along the route, measured from the starting point. Any

witness must stay below or on this function in the diagram. An

example is given in Fig. 1.

The function 𝑈 is defined by pieces of movement following

extremes; also in our later proofs, we use extreme movement. We

distinguish the following types.

• The vehicle travels at maximum local speed 𝑣 as defined by

G. This corresponds to a horizontal line in a SIS diagram.

• The vehicle accelerates maximally, at a rate of 𝑎↑. This cor-
responds to a decreasing curve (going up in the drawing) in

a SIS diagram.

• The vehicle decelerates maximally, accelerating at a rate 𝑎↓.
This corresponds to an increasing curve (going down in the

drawing) in a SIS diagram.

Computing propagation.What follows is a sequence of lemmata,

to establish eventually that we can propagate an interval of speeds

from one candidate location to the next, for a given route, in time

linear in the complexity of the route.

Lemma 3.1. For a route of𝑚 segments and an initial speed interval
[𝑣↓, 𝑣↑], we can compute𝑈 in 𝑂 (𝑚) time.

Proof sketch. We build 𝑈 incrementally, storing the pieces of

the curve in a stack, keeping track of the current speed 𝑣c of 𝑈 ,

which is initially 𝑣↑, the maximum initial speed of the route. For

each segment in the route, we add its maximum speed to the upper

envelope, with an accelerating curve if its speed bound exceeds

the current ending speed of𝑈 , or a decelerating curve if the speed

bound decreases. Note that the latter case, the curve is added before

the road segment under consideration, and may therefore require

changes to 𝑈 . Effectively, this is removing the current head of 𝑈

until it fits. Since each segment adds at most two curves to 𝑈 , each

segment takes amortized 𝑂 (1) time, and thus the entire construct

runs in linear time. □

Corollary 3.2. We can test whether a witness taking at most Δ𝑡
time exists for a given route in linear time.

Lemma 3.3. If a route admits both a witness with total time less
than Δ𝑡 and a witness with total time more than Δ𝑡 , then a witness
exists that takes exactly Δ𝑡 time.

Proof sketch. We can linearly interpolate between the two

assumed witness to construct one that has exactly a total time

U
1/v

x

ed

x x

Figure 2: Computing 𝑣↑,f : if𝑑 and 𝑒 do not intersect and reach
speed zero, 𝑈 determines the maximum speed at the end of
the route (left); otherwise we find an ending speed by shift-
ing 𝑒 such that we achieve a total time Δ𝑡 (middle); though
such may not exist if 𝑑 does not reach zero (right).

of Δ𝑡 ; since speed and acceleration in this witness are a convex

combination of the assumed witnesses, it must match the speed

and acceleration bounds as well. □

Lemma 3.4. Given a route, total time Δ𝑡 and an interval [𝑣↓, 𝑣↑] of
initial speeds, we can compute the interval [𝑣↓,f, 𝑣↑,f] of final speeds
for all witnesses in linear time.

Proof sketch. We construct upper envelope𝑈 via Lemma 3.1,

and derive the fastest total travel time. If this time exceeds Δ𝑡 or𝑈
does not exist, then no consistent witness exists. Otherwise, we find

𝑣↑,f , by decelerating for some distance to then maximally accelerate

towards the speed bound. By constructing a witness that has the

highest possible final speed and with total travel time at least Δ𝑡 ,
we can use Lemma 3.3 with such a witness and 𝑈 to establish that

this is indeed 𝑣↑,f . This witness must be one of a few cases (see

Fig. 2 for examples) in constant time.

In the SIS diagram, if the decelerating curve 𝑑 starting at 𝑣↓ and
the accelerating curve 𝑒 ending at the final speed of 𝑈 intersect,

we conceptually shift 𝑒 downwards (that is, we reduce the final

speed) until the witness that 𝑑 and 𝑒 together describe has total

time at least Δ𝑡 . The required shift can be computed directly using

a closed-form expression in constant time.

If they do not intersect, we need to consider whether both curves

reach speed zero (in which case we can reach the maximal speed of

𝑈 ), or whether 𝑒 reaches 𝑥 = 0 above 𝑣↓ (in which case we follow a

similar strategy as before, by shifting 𝑒 downwards).

Computing 𝑣↓,f follows a similar rationale: first maximally accel-

erate, then follow𝑈 , finally maximally decelerate. □

Theorem 3.5. Given a trajectory 𝑇 whose measurements lie on
a route 𝑃 through a road network, we can compute in linear time
whether 𝑃 is consistent with 𝑇 given global acceleration bounds and
local speed bounds.

Proof. We begin by partitioning 𝑃 into the subroutes that reflect

the pieces from one measurement to the next in𝑇 ; this can be done

trivially in linear time. Now, we initialize an interval of speeds from

zero to the local maximum speed at the first measurement in𝑇 . We

use Lemma 3.4 to repeatedly propagate this interval to an interval

of speeds at the next measurement, for the given subroute. This

takes linear time in the complexity of the subroute, and thus linear

time overall. We conclude that 𝑃 is consistent with𝑇 if this interval

is never empty. □
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Finding a route.Our goal is to find a route, rather than just validat-
ing a given one. However, generalizing our method above to a find

a route in a network is problematic. Our approach relies heavily on

velocity being a function of space (distance along the given route),

avoiding a need for explicit consideration of when we arrive at a

specific location along the route – this is captured implicitly by the

area above the curve after all. For a given route, this simply means

that we assume the vehicle did not drive backwards.

In a network we need an explicit consideration of intermediate

vertices in order to aggregate information about different routes

through G, if we are to avoid enumerating all routes. However, this

implies that we must consider not only the speed at a vertex, but

also how long it took the vehicle to get to this vertex. That is, the

information we need goes from 1-dimensional (interval of speeds,

at a fixed time) to 2-dimensional (areas in a “speed-time” diagram).

Propagation of such information is cumbersome at best, even if we

assume some form of order between the vertices (e.g., the spanned

subnetwork is a DAG). But generally, this subnetwork will not have

a clear order, and wemay visit two vertices in either order in a route;

even if we assume a simple route and thereby forbid revisiting a

vertex in a route, computationally, we may need to consider vertices

multiple times, since the order of traversal matters.

Hence, we opt to use another assumption: the vehicle moves

along some route that is “reasonable”: a fast route, though not nec-

essarily the fastest. With this assumption in mind, we thus generate

𝑘 fastest alternative routes between two candidate locations, using

purely the speed bounds. Specifically, we use the 𝑘-shortest paths

algorithm [14] with edge weights corresponding to traversal times

of the edges. For each alternative route, we consider consistency

and propagate intervals, using the method described above. Though

we could also consider computing the fastest path with acceleration

bounds [1], the parameter used in the presented algorithm is higher

than a trivial constant, leading to impractical running times.

Fragmentation.When combining feasible intervals from multiple

paths between two measurements, the resulting intervals at the

second measurement may be disjoint. This phenomenon is referred

to as fragmentation of the speed interval [4]. Just as [4] we can

mimic free movement through a fully connected road network, and

hence fragmentation is also in the worst case at least linear, and

at most exponential – though the exponential term now relies on

the number of paths through the network, rather than the number

of measurements (since we do not skip any measurements). In our

map matcher, we combine intervals into a single interval if they

overlap for further propagation, though we do store the intervals

separately to support reconstructing the route.

4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We developed a method that allows us to map-match sparse trajec-

tories, in such a way that the resulting route adheres to constraints

on local speed and global acceleration. In the future we plan to

experimentally validate our algorithmic results. Below we briefly

review some possible avenues for additional future work.

We use only acceleration in our model, disregarding that taking

sharp turns requires a lower speed. Though we could model a

turning rate explicitly, it seems reasonable to assume that turns in

the road network can be taken, if the vehicle travels at a sufficiently

low speed. Such an approach can easily be modeled in our method,

injecting zero-length edges at turns with a speed limit depending

on the angle of the turn.

Our approach relies on driving at maximum speed, maximally

accelerating and maximally decelerating, to decide consistency.

Typically, this results in a variety of possible ways to have driven

the reconstructed route. If we are to estimate the actual location

(and thereby speed and acceleration) of the vehicle at all times, we

are looking for the “most reasonable” witness and may consider

minimizing e.g. the variation in acceleration, or the deviation from

the local speed bounds.

Furthermore, it may be interesting to consider the “inverse” prob-

lem ofmapmatchingwith physical consistency, in order to augment

a road network or assess its quality: if we are given a route and

acceleration bounds, what would reasonable speed limits on the

network be? Or similarly, how much do the given speed limits need

to change to accommodate a consistent route?
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